
NORTHERN GERMANY/    

SAT 28  Departing from the UK in the evening, for our sailing from Dover. 

SUN 29   We have a short stop at BRUSSELS, on the way to KOLN. After a short stop, we 
continue to FRANKFURT, staying for the rest of the day, staying at our normal hotel, 
overlooking the whole airport. 

MON 30   We have the morning at Frankfurt before driving to ERFURT for a full ramp tour. 
After the tour, we continue to LEIPZIG. After a visit to the perimeter and viewing deck, we 
head for our nearby hotel. 

TUE 31  A quick look into the airport for the overnight changes, then head for BERLIN 
TEGEL where we spend the whole day on the viewing deck. In the evening we move to 
our hotel for the next 2 nights, situated at the end of the runway. 

WED 1  We drive to SCHONEFELD and spend the day at ILA 2016. We use the free transfer 
bus, which leaves from outside the terminal. In the afternoon we depart for the nearby 
SCHONHAGEN airport, again, for a full ramp tour. Then it's back to TEGEL. 

THU 2  We leave after breakfast for a short stop at TEGEL. Then it's over to HAMBURG and 
a full spotters tour of the AIRBUS factory at FINKENWERDER. When we finish the tour, we 
spend the rest of the day on the viewing deck at HAMBURG. Our hotel is within walking 
distance and is on the approach path, overlooking both runways. 

FRI 3   A short visit to the viewing deck, before departing for Denmark, via a short ferry 
crossing. We first visit ROSKILDE, then on towards COPENHAGEN. We have a circuit of the 
airport, spending the evening at the Flyvergrillen. Nearby hotel. 

SAT 4  The morning spent at the Flyvergrillen, before at lunchtime we cross the bridge to 
Sweden and visit MALMO. We hope for a hangar tour and look in on the terminal. Then it's 
back to Copenhagen for the rest of the day. 

SUN 5  Today we make stops at ODENSE, BILLUND and SONDERBERG, on our drive back 
to HAMBURG. We stop overnight at the same hotel. 

MON 6   After breakfast, we head for short stops at BREMEN, MUNSTER/OSNABRUCK, 
then DUSSELDORF. We spend the evening here then transfer to our overnight hotel, just a 
short walk from the GA terminal. 

TUE 7   A short visit to the terminal, then drive back via MONCHENGLADBACH and 
MAASTRICHT, with LIEGE and BRUSSELS. Then back via Calais arriving back late evening.
 
                        

Cost Includes: Coach transportation, Ferry crossings, 9 nights hotel (Bed & Breakfast) 

/DENMARK

Cost: £599       Deposit: £139      Single room: £339

28 MAY-7 JUN
With BERLIN AIRSHOW and AIRBUS FACTORY TOUR 

Options to fly out or back and join en route are possible
LESS THAN

£59 
PER DAY!!!!

UPGRADE
FOR ONLY 

£99
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